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Abst ract - -Resampl ing  schemes, and especially the bootstrap method, were proposed as a subclass 
of perturbation methods to ensure statistical confidentiality in statistical databases. Later, a method 
based on bootstrapping was presented to achieve the more specific task of anonymising contingency 
tables. In this paper, we argue that the latter proposal is either inefficient from a computational 
point of view or insecure due to a high disclosure risk. For illustration, we show that this bootstrap~ 
based procedure for contingency tables can be emulated and outperformed by a cell-oriented random 
perturbation method, whose complexity can be theoretically quantified. For a given disclosure risk, 
our cell-oriented perturbation method is more efficient. For a given computational complexity, our 
cell-oriented method exhibits a lower disclosure risk. More generally, it can be concluded that the 
very principle of resampling precludes the design of contingency table anonymisation schemes simul- 
taneously providing security, computational efficiency, and data quality. (j~) 1999 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -S ta t i s t i ca l  disclosure control, Contingency tables, Resampling methods, Random 
perturbation methods, Statistical databases. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When stat ist ica l  data  are publ ished as a pr inted report  or are obtained following a set of queries to 
a stat ist ica l  database,  stat ist ical  confidential ity must be guaranteed. Disclosure control methods 
a t tempt  o keep indiv idual  information anonymous when releasing macrodata  (contingency tables 
or any other stat ist ic)  and microdata  ( individual records). Pract ical  disclosure control methods 
have followed two basic approaches (see [1]). 
QUERY RESTRICTION. This approach consists of five general methods:  query-set-size control,  
query-set overlap control,  audit ing, cell suppression, and part i t ioning. The first three methods 
are intended for on-l ine stat ist ical  databases,  whereas the latter  two methods are used mainly  for 
off-line stat ist ica l  data  (especially contingency tables). 
PERTURBATION. Per turbat ion  methods consist of d istort ing figures by adding a per turbat ion  
to them. Perturbat ions  can be appl ied direct ly to data  (data  perturbat ion)  or just  to the an- 
swers to user queries while leaving data  unchanged (output perturbat ion) .  Data  per turbat ion  
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methods include probability distribution and fixed-data perturbation methods. Output pertur- 
bation methods include varying-output perturbation, rounding, and random-sample methods. 
Resampling methods are a generalisation f random-sample methods [2]. 
For on-line statistical databases, output perturbation methods are preferred to data perturba- 
tion methods, because the latter suffer from the bias problem [3]. However, here we are going to 
deal with protection of off-line contingency tables and both approaches are equivalent for off-line 
disclosure control. One important security evaluation criterion for disclosure control methods is 
the probability of exact disclosure of an individual attribute; for contingency tables, this means 
that small frequencies should be especially protected. For a more detailed description of the 
existing disclosure control methods and their evaluation criteria, see [4-6]. 
In [2], resampling was shown to be a principle generating a subclass of output-perturbation 
methods for disclosure control. Specifically, Denning's random-sample method [7] was extended, 
and the bootstrap and the jack-knife resampling techniques were also used. Using resampling 
methods is attractive because they are well characterised from a statistical point of view. This 
allows a pretty straightforward evaluation of their security properties. 
In [8], a practical procedure for anonymisation f contingency tables was proposed which relies 
on the bootstrap method. In this paper, we argue that this resampling method can be outper- 
formed by a cell-oriented random perturbation method. The reason for this lack of performance is 
the very nature of resampling. In Section 2, we recall Heer's bootstrap rocedure and its security 
properties. In Section 3, a new cell-oriented perturbation method that emulates the bootstrap 
procedure of Section 2 is presented and its quality and security are discussed. In Section 4, a 
complexity analysis of both methods is done, which together with their security properties how 
that the bootstrap rocedure is outperformed by the cell-oriented method. For a given disclosure 
risk, the latter is more efficient and for a given computational complexity~ the former exhibits a 
higher disclosure risk. Section 5 is a conclusion containing some generalisations about resampling 
methods versus cell-oriented methods. The Appendix contains ome auxiliary calculations. 
For simplicity of notation, two-way contingency tables will be considered in what follows. 
However, generalising the methods and concepts below to contingency tables of higher dimension 
(multiway tables) is not difficult. 
2. PREVIOUS WORK ON ANONYMISAT ION 
OF  CONTINGENCY TABLES 
BY  RESAMPL ING 
In [8], Heer presented a method for anonymising contingency tables based on resampling. The 
resampling procedure used is the bootstrap. We next recall the essentials of the proposal and its 
security properties. 
Assume that microdata z l , . . . ,  Zn are aggregated to elaborate macrodata in the form of a 
contingency table x with I rows and Y columns, which is produced according to certain specifi- 
cations. Let x i j  be the original frequency in the ith row and jth column. In order to produce an 
anonymised table x ~, a bootstrap sample z~,. . . ,  z~ is obtained by drawing from the original data 
z l , . . . ,  zn, n times and with replacement. The bootstrap table x ~ thus obtained is an estimate 
of the original table x and does not allow anyone to get any precise information of x, due to its 
random error. 
The main features of a bootstrap table are as follows. 
• The overall frequency is preserved, since }-]i,j xi j  = ~, j  x~j -= n. 
• The whole table x ~ can be viewed as a sample drawn from a multinomial distribution with 
parameters n and xi j  for all i and j. Each individual bootstrap frequency x~j can be viewed 
as a value drawn from a variable X~j having a binomial distribution where n is the number 
of trials and p = x~j /n  is the success probability per trial. Thus, E(X~j )  -~ np= x~j and 
Var(X~j) = np(1 - p) = x i j (1  - x~j /n ) .  Therefore, x' is an unbiased estimate of x. 
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• An original frequency xij = 0 is preserved by default, i.e., x~j = 0 implies x~j = O. If this 
is undesirable, then a compensated perturbation method could be used on the original 
table before bootstrapping, in order to replace zero frequencies with small frequencies. 
2.1. Ensuring the Qual i ty  of  a Boots t rap  Table 
Although, in general, a bootstrap table x' closely approximates the original table x, it is 
possible for a given x' to be very different from x. One way to control the maximum deviation of 
a bootstrap frequency from the original frequency is to require that the standardised bootstrap 
frequencies stay below a given boundary S > 0. This means that the following quality condition 
has to be met: 
-S  < QC = x~j - x~j < S, 
x/z~j (1 - z~j/n) - 
1<i<I ,  l<_ j< J ,  xi j>O. (1) 
Equivalently, condition (1) requires x~j to lie in a closed interval [l(x~j), u(x~j)] around x~j whose 
width depends on xij and also on S. Notice that xij being a frequency, l(.) and u(.) can be taken 
as integer functions 
where [zJ is the greatest integer less than or equal to z. As a bootstrap table is being generated, 
if u(xo) is exceeded for some cell x~j, then the table is discarded and a new table generation is
started. Also, when the table has been completely generated, it may be discarded if some x~j 
stays below l(xij). Remark that checking the lower limits l(xij) can only be efficiently done once 
the resampling process is finished: each new draw can cause any table cell to be incremented. 
As n --* c~, the binomial distribution of a bootstrap frequency Xi~j tends to become a normal 
distribution. In this case, QC can be viewed as a random variable following a standard normal 
distribution. Thus, if S is the c~/2 percentage point of the N(0, 1) distribution, then the quality 
condition specified by inequality (1) is met with a probability of about 1 - c~ for a single cell. 
However, the probability that all cells of a bootstrap table meet the quality condition with just 
one table generation is much smaller (see Section 4.1). 
It has been suggested that the average of M bootstrap tables is more likely to meet the quality 
condition. In this case, the (i,j) cell is computed as 
M 
xi M _ 1 
M ~ x~j(m). 
m=l  
Provided that M is not too large, this approach saves computation by reducing the probability of 
table regeneration ("wasting" computation is more unlikely). In [8], Heer recommends choosing 
odd values for M. As discussed in Section 4.1, the value Mxj of M that minimises the expected 
computation grows logarithmically in the table size I J: for example, for I J  = 50, one has 
M50 -- 3, but for I J  = 100, the value is M100 -- 5. 
2.2. Secur i ty  of the Boots t rap  Table 
In order to evaluate the security provided by the method, the conditional distribution of the 
original frequencies given the bootstrap frequencies i examined in [8]. The derivation of such 
distribution is pretty straightforward from the properties of the bootstrap method. A critical issue 
to statistical confidentiality is that small frequencies (< 3) be sufficiently disguised (see [1]). This 
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prevents inference of individual attributes. The probability that a released bootstrap frequency 
is identical to the original frequency is approximately given in Table 1 for different values of S 
and M and for n > 1000 (the reported probability is practically independent ofn when n > 1000). 
It can be seen that the probability of exact disclosure P(X i j  -~ k ] Z i  M = k) increases with the 
number M of averaged tables. Already for M = 5, when an observer sees a 1 in the released 
table, he knows this is a real 1 with a 76% probability! Thus, the method has a clear limitation. 
• If M = 1, then the computational complexity is high, as several table generation attempts 
may be needed to meet the quality condition (see Section 2.1.). 
• If M > 1, then the level of protection against disclosure of small frequencies i low. 
In Section 5, we will conclude that this limitation is inherent o any procedure for statistical 
confidentiality that relies on resampling. 
Table 1. Conditional probabilities P(Xij = k I XM = k) for k = 1, 2, 3. 
Probability 
Average of . . .  Bootstrap Tables 
Frequency M = 1 M ~-- 3 M = 5 
k S=3 S=2 S=1.5  S=3 S~2 S=1.5  S=3 S=2 S=1.5  
1 .40 .42 .47 .65 .65 .66 .76 .76 .76 
2 .27 .28 .28 .46 .46 .46 .58 .58 .58 
3 .22 .24 .27 .38 .38 .39 .48 .48 .48 
3. A NEW PERTURBATION METHOD 
In this section, we present a new perturbation method which has the following features. 
1. The probability of exact disclosure can be analytically calculated. For small frequencies, 
it is similar to the probability of exact disclosure of Heer's method in the best case (no 
averaging, M = 1). 
2. The overall frequency of the original table is preserved. 
3. By construction, the anonymised final table x"  is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of 
the original table x. 
4. An original frequency xij = 0 is preserved, i.e., xij = 0 implies x~ -- 0. 
5. Anonymisation of a table does not rely on resampling microdata, but on generating bino- 
mial random perturbations. 
6. Quality of the disclosure-protected frequencies i ensured by requiring them to meet in- 
equality (1). 
7. Already for moderately large tables, the computational complexity is lower than for the 
method of Section 2 without averaging (M -- 1). Less computation is wasted when 
generating the disclosure-protected able because the new procedure is cell-oriented: the 
quality condition is checked after each cell generation, not on a table basis. 
8. Unlike for the bootstrap method and many compensated perturbation methods (see [4,5] 
for a survey), the computational complexity of our procedure can be theoretically quanti- 
fied without resorting to simulation. 
Thus, the new proposal emulates the bootstrap scheme discussed in the previous section by 
providing the same quality features. However, it will be shown that computational complexity is 
reduced without degrading security. 
3.1. Descr ip t ion  of  the  Method 
Given an original contingency table x, all its cells are randomly perturbed to obtain a new 
table x' (perturbation stage). Then some compensations are performed on x' and a final anony- 
mised table x"  is obtained (compensation stage). 
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Denote by xij the value in the cell formed by the i th row and the j th column of table x. 
Denote by x~j the corresponding value in table x ~. Now x~j is obtained by sampling a binomial 
random variable X~j with parameters n and p, where n is the overall frequency count (number 
of individual microdata) of table x and p is xij/n. 
In order to preserve data quality, table x ~ should not differ too much from table x. We impose 
on table x '  the same quality condition given by inequality (1). For the sake of simplicity, the x~j 
are sampled independently of each other. If the quality condition is superimposed, the values x~j 
obtained through simulation should be integers lying in a closed interval [l(xij), u(xij)] around 
xij whose width depends on the value xij and also on the significance level c~. If the sampled x~j 
does not lie in the above interval, it is discarded and a new x~j is generated; the procedure iterates 
until the quality condition is met. 
There is a drawback associated with simulating bootstrap frequencies by repeatedly and in- 
dependently sampling a binomial random variable: namely, the overall frequency count n of the 
original table x is not preserved in general by x'. This problem does not arise when a real boot- 
strap sample is drawn (Section 2), because the bootstrap sample size is the same as the original 
sample size. However, preserving n requires a compensation stage involving little extra compu- 
tation. It  suffices to maintain two additional counters for each cell. The first initially contains 
x~j - l(x~j), that is the number of integers comprised between x~j and its lower bound l(xij) 
resulting from the quality condition; the second initially contains u(xij) -x~j, that is the number 
of integers between x~j and its upper bound u(x~j) resulting from the quality condition. Then, 
the following two cases are considered. 
1. If the overall frequency count n I of table x ~ is greater than n, then n t - n frequency units 
should be subtracted from table x t. These units are subtracted from cells in the set C of 
those having their first counter greater than zero. Specifically, the following is done n I - n 
times. 
(a) Sample C according to a discrete distribution giving each cell in C a probability 
proportional to its first counter. 
(b) Subtract one unit from the value of the chosen cell and also from its first counter. 
2. If the overall frequency count n ~ of table x ~ is less than n, then n - n ~ frequency units 
must be added to x ~. These units are added to cells in the set D of those having their 
second counter greater than zero. Specifically, the following is done n - n ~ times. 
(a) Sample D according to a discrete distribution giving each cell in the set a probability 
proportional to its second counter. 
(b) Add one unit to the value of the chosen cell and subtract one unit from its second 
counter. 
Call the table resulting from the above compensation stage x ' .  In the next two subsections, the 
data quality and the security offered by our method will be analysed in detail. 
NOTE. PRESERVATION OF MARGINAL COUNTS. The new method can be used just in the same 
way explained above to preserve ither the row marginals or the column marginals (for multidi- 
mensional tables, marginals in one of the dimensions can be preserved). For instance, to preserve 
row marginals, one should use the method independently for each row. In other words, each row 
of an I × J table should be dealt with as an I x 1 table to which the method in the paper is 
to be applied. In this way, the overall frequency is preserved, which for an I × 1 table is the 
row marginal. By construction, preservation of all row marginals leads to preservation of the 
overall frequency in the I × J table. A similar strategy could be used to preserve only column 
marginals. What cannot be achieved by our method is simultaneous preservation of row and 
column marginals (for multidimensional tables, simultaneous preservation of marginals in two 
or more dimensions is not possible). It will be shown below that the method is unbiased, so 
even if marginals are not preserved exactly, the expected values of marginals in x" are marginals 
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in x. Tightening the quality condition (1) by decreasing S helps reduce the variance of the 
nonpreserved marginals, but it also reduces data protection (see Section 3.3). 
NOTE. LINKED TABLES. If we have a set of tables haring only one dimension, then our method 
can be used to protect hem consistently. The reason is that we can preserve marginals in one 
of the dimensions ( ee Note 1), which would be the dimension shared by the tables. If the set of 
tables share more than one dimension, then it is not possible to protect hem consistently with 
our method. Note that the same problem happens with quite up-to-date statistical disclosure 
control packages for tables. In the best case and only for some packages, iterative procedures to 
be used with cell suppression (not resampling]) methods are available to protect sets of linked 
tables (see the comparative study [9]). 
3.2. Data Quality Provided by the Method 
By construction, table x" also satisfies quality condition (1) met by x', because at the com- 
pensation stage, no subtraction will be done from a cell having reached l(xij) and no addition 
will be done to a cell having reached u(xij). 
The impact of the perturbation stage on each particular cell can be characterised by the 
distribution of X~j for a fixed xij. The random variable X~j follows a binomial distribution with 
parameters n and p = xi j /n,  but takes values restricted to the closed interval [l(xij), u(xij)] 
centred on xij. Denoting by 
b(z ;n ,p )=( : )pZ(1 -p)  n-z, 
the binomial probability function, we can write 
, { b(x~j;n, x i j /n)  , 
P (X,'j -- x,j I X, j  = x,j) = ~ b (h; n, xi j /n)  
l(x~j)<_h<u(xlj) 
O, 
if 1 (xij) <_ x~j < u (xij),  
elsewhere. 
(2) 
The random variable N'  = ~-~i,j X~j takes values restricted to the interval [L, U], where L = 
~'~i,j l(xij) and U = ~-~i,j u(xij) are parameters ofthe original table x (just like n). If the X' j  were 
unrestricted binomial variables, then by the central imit theorem N' would be approximately 
distributed as a truncated N(~'~i, j xij, ~ i , j  xij ( 1 - x i j /n) ), or equivalently, N(n,  n - ~-~i,j x2j/n) 
for a sufficiently large table size I J .  Since the X~j are restricted to their quality intervals centred 
on xij, the central limit theorem can be used to say that N' is approximately distributed inside 
the interval [L, U] as a truncated N(n,  a2g,), where a2N , < n -- ~]~i,j x2j/n" 
The impact of the compensation stage on each particular cell can be characterised by the 
distribution of X~5 once the values of Xij  and X'j have been fixed. Two cases must be considered 
' Xi j  = xij). If x~ - x~j > 0, this means that the overall for deriving P(Xi' ~ = x~ I Xi'j = xij, 
frequency n' of table x' is being increased to reach n (the frequency of the original table x which is 
to be preserved inx"). In n -n '  draws, the probability of drawing exactly x~'j -x{ j  times from the 
cell's second counter (whose initial value is u(xij) -x{ j )  can be computed using a hypergeometric 
distribution. Denoting by 
N-k  
h(z ;N ,n ,k )  - (N) 
the hypergeometric probability function, we can write 
I I  I I P (Xij = xij I = x j,x,  = 
n tl x l  
P ( N '  = n' l Xi'j = x: j ,X i j  = xij) h (x:'j - x:j ; U -  n ' ,n  - n ' ,u(x i j  ) - x:j ) . 
n '=L  
(3) 
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Three comments on equation (3) are in order. First, U-n '  is the sum of the second counters for all 
cells. Second, the fact that n ~ is a parameter of the hypergeometric probability function explains 
that this function is multiplied by P(N '  = n' I X~j = x~j, X~j = x~j). The distribution of N' has 
been shown to be N(n, a2N ,), and therefore, N I xij , '  x, 3 is distributed as N(n+x~j-x~j  ' ffg'lx~j,x,j)'2 
Third, the summation extends over all possible values n' given Xitj = x~j and Xi" j = x~: the 
lowest possible value is L and the highest one is n - (x~j - x~j), because if x~j - x~j > 0, this means 
that n' is to be increased to reach n by at least x~j - x~j units (and thus, n' _< n - (x~ - x~j)). 
In the x~j - x~j < 0 case, the overall frequency n~ of table x ~ is being decreased to reach n. 
In n ~ - n draws, the probability of drawing exactly x~j - x~j times from the cell's first counter 
(whose initial value is x~j - l(xij)) can also be computed using a hypergeometric distribution. In 
a way similar to the x~ - x~3 >_ 0 case and bearing in mind that n ~ - L is the sum of the first 
counters for all cells, we obtain 
P(X ;}  = l x ; j  = x; ,x j = (4) 
u 
! I " l /  . I I I = P(N '=n ' IX i j=x~y,X i  j xij) h (x~j -x i j ,n  -L ,  -n ,  x i j - l (x i j ) ) .  
n'=~+(x;j-~'5) 
The next two lemmas give bounds for frequencies in the final table x'q 
LEMMA 1. UPPER BOUND FOR CELLS OF x ' .  For all cells in table x ' ,  it holds that x~j << n. 
PROOF. The values resulting from the perturbation stage are x~j such that 0 _ x~j < n because 
they are sampled from a binomial distribution with parameters n and xi j /n.  Getting x~ > n is 
only conceivable if compensating means adding (case n ~ < n). In this case, we have the following. 
1. Before the compensation stage, all cell values are 0 < x~j < n. 
2. Only additions are done during the compensation stage (case n ~ < n). 
3. After the compensation stage, the overall frequency must be n. 
From the above three facts, it follows that no cell value can be x~ > n after the compensation 
stage (this would imply the existence of negative cells, but these cannot appear if just additions 
are done). II 
It has been shown that x~ < n always holds. To avoid obtaining out-of-range frequencies, one 
must ensure also that x~ >_ 0. This holds provided that the quality criterion is not too loose. 
LEMMA 2. LOWER BOUND FOR CELLS OF x ~1. If S <_ max(2, ~) ,  then x~ _> 0. 
PROOF. By construction, the compensation procedure always yields x~ such that l(x~j) <_ x~ < 
u(xij). Thus, it suffices to show that l(xij) >_ O. 
Now, if S _< v /~,  then 
ix  ( l  - x~j) < Sv/~- ~ _< z~j. S /j n 
Since the previous inequality is strict and Xij is an integer, we can infer 
1 >_1. 
We will finally show that for xij < 4, one can take S = 2 and still l(xij) > O. For xij = 0, any 
S will do: 
l (O)=O-  [S iO( l -O) J  =0. 
For xij = 1 and S = 2, one has 2~/1(1 - 1/n) < 2, and therefore, 
 ,1 =112/1/1 
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For xij -- 2 and S = 2, one has 2v/2(1 - 2In) < 2v/2 < 3, and therefore, 
l (2 )=2- [212(1 -2) ]  >0.  
For x~j = 3 and S = 2, one has 2~/3(1 - 3In) < 2v~ < 4, and therefore, 
If a table does not contain small frequencies xiy < 4, then disclosure control methods are 
probably not needed, because only tables with small frequencies (usually less than or equal to 
three) need be protected according to standard isclosure rules in official statistics (see [4]). Thus, 
in practice, the above proposition means that one should take S ___ 2, i.e., the quality criterion 
should not be too loose. This is not as restrictive as it may sound, because loosening the quality 
criterion is intrinsically undesirable and has other drawbacks (see Note 3). In fact, S -- 2 is 
already pretty loose, since S is the ~/2 percentage point of the N(0, 1) distribution and the area 
under the N(0, 1) curve between -S  = -2  and S = 2 is already 0.9544. In the rest of the article, 
we assume that a value for S is taken such that l(xij) ~_ 0 for all i, j. 
PROPOSITION 1. PRESERVATION OF ZERO FREQUENCIES. An original frequency x~j = 0 is 
preserved, i.e., xij = 0 implies x~ = O. 
PROOF. If an original frequency is xij = 0, then x~j is obtained by sampling a binomial random 
variable X~j with parameters n and p, where n is the overall frequency count of table x and p 
is x i j /n  = O. Therefore, x~j = O. On the other hand, if xij = O, the quality condition yields a 
quality interval [/(xij), u(xij)], where 
l ( x i j )=x i j -  [S ix i j  ( i -  
As a consequence, the cell's first and second counters are x~j - l(xij) = 0 and U(Xi j  ) -- X~j : O, 
which means that a cell with original frequency xij = 0 will never be modified during the 
compensation stage (at this stage, cells to be modified are chosen with a probability proportional 
to either their first or second counter). Therefore, x~ = x~j = xij = O. | 
LEMMA 3. ASYMPTOTICAL UNBIASEDNESS OF THE PERTURBATION STAGE. For nonextreme 
original frequencies xij , it holds that l imn-.~ E( X~j) = xij. 
PROOF. X~j follows a binomial distribution restricted to the closed interval [l(xij), u(xij)], i.e., 
its probability function is zero outside the interval and is proportional to the binomial probability 
function inside the interval. The interval centre is xij. On the other hand, if xij is not too close 
to 0 or n and n --* co, then a binomial distribution with parameters n and p = x i j /n  is well 
approximated by a normal distribution with mean xij, which means that the probability function 
of X~j tends to be symmetrical bout the point x~j. Thus, limn~c¢ E(X~j) = xij. | 
Next, it will be shown that the impact of the compensation stage on a cell is expected to 
be proportional to the original cell value xij if xij <_ n/2. Note that in a table with total 
frequency n, there can be at most one cell such that xij > n/2, which is not much if the table 
size I J  is assumed to be moderately large. Excluding this cell, the impact for the remaining 
I J  - 1 cells is still expected to be proportional to their original values xij. 
PROPOSITION 2. FAIRNESS OF THE COMPENSATION STAGE. For original cell yalues in the range 
0 <_ x~j <_ n/2, the compensation [x~j - x~j[ is expected to be proportional to xij. 
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PROOF. In the range 0 < xi j  <_ n /2 ,  the larger x~j, the wider the quality interval [/(xij), u(x~j)], 
because 
z = - (1 -  ] , 
As a consequence, for xi j  <_ n /2 ,  the larger xi j ,  the larger the expected values of the first counter 
E(X~j ) - l (x i j )  ~ x i j - l (x i j )  and the second counter u(x i j )  -E (X~j )  ~ u(x i j )  - x i j  (by Lemma 3, 
if xi j  is not too small, approximations become equalities as n --* oc). This means that as xi j  
increases toward n/2 ,  the probability of the cell being chosen for a compensation step is also 
expected to increase (cells are chosen for compensation with a probability proportional to either 
their first or second counter). | 
Now it can be proven that the method is unbiased asymptotically in n and I d .  
THEOREM 1. ASYMPTOTICAL  UNBIASEDNESS OF THE METHOD.  For  nonext reme original fre- 
quencies x i j  and S < max(2, ~) ,  then 
lim E (X~) = x~j. 
n--~oo,I J---*oo 
PROOF. All expectations and probabilities in the following proof are conditioned to X~j -- x~j, 
but to simplify the notation, we will not write it explicitly. By Lemma 2, the condition on S 
ensures that l (x i j )  > O, and thus, the quality interval [l(xi j),  u(xi j )]  is centred on xi j .  Therefore, 
l (x i j )  = x i j  - wi j  and u(xo)  = x~j + wi j .  Call L = n - W and U = n + W. We can write 
wij  
' Z (Xi ' j )  = ~ (xi j  + k" )P  (XiJ~ = xi j  q- ktt) 
kH------Wij 
wl j  W wld 
: E E E (x,j+k") 
k '=-wl j  ~-~-W k~=-wl j  
× P (X,'j = x , j  + k" lN '= n + ~,X~] = m,j + k')  (5) 
× P (N'  : n +,5 I x,'j : x ,  + k') p (x : j  : x,j + k') 
Wlj W wij  
: E E E 
kt l=--Wi j  6z - -  w k l=-w id  
x r (X~Jj = x , j  + k"  I Y '=  n + 6, Xi~j = x i j  + k')  
x P (N '  - Xi~j = n - x i j  + (6 - k '))  P (X~j = x i j  + k ' ) .  
Let us analyse the symmetries in the probabilities appearing in the expression for E(X~)  ob- 
tained in the above derivation. In Lemma 3, the distribution of X~j has been shown to become 
symmetrical about xij as n ---* oc. Therefore, for 0 < k ~ <_ wi j ,  
¢ 
' +k ' )  = lim P(X~j  =x i j  • lim P (Xij = xi j  - k')  (6) 
n'--* OO r/,---~ OO 
On the other hand, it has been argued at the beginning of this section that by the central limit 
theorem, N ~ tends to follow a normal distribution with mean n as I J  --* oc. Also, from Lemma 3, 
limn--.oo E(X~j )  = x i j .  Thus, N'  - Xitj tends to follow a normal distribution with mean n - x i j  
as I J  ---* c~ and n --* c~. Therefore, for 0 < 6 < W and 0 <_ k' < w~j, 
lim P (Y '  - X~j = n - x i j  + (6 - k '))  
n---*oo,I J---*oo (7) 
= lim P (N '  - X~j = n - x i j  - (6 - k '))  
n ---* oo , I d ---* oo 
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lira P (N'  - X~j = n - x~j + (5 + k')) 
n.- -*oo, I  J---*oo 
= lim P (N ' -  Xi~j = n - xij - (5 + k') ) .  
r$ -'* ~ , ,[ J "-'-* ~ 
(s) 
The third set of symmetries comes from the fact that P(X~j = xij Ark tt ] N'  = n+5, X'~j = x~j +k') 
follows a hypergeometric distribution as argued at the beginning of this section. In what follows, 
0 _< k, k" _< wij, and 0 < 5 < W. If k" _< U, then by analogy with equation (3) and adapting 
the notation as indicated at the beginning of this proof, one has 
k l l  N l , _ P(X i ' j=x i j -  I =n-5 ,  X i j=x i j -k ' )=h(k '  k " ;5+W,  5, k '+w~j ) .  
If k" > U, the above probability is zero (when N ~ = n - 5, the compensation step implies 
increasing the overall frequency and this cannot result in X~j = xij - k" < X~j = x~j - U). On 
the other hand, if k" <_ k', then by analogy with equation (4), one has 
P (X~j = x~j + k" I N '  = n + 5, X~j = xij + k') = h(k '  - k";5 + W,5, k '+  wi j ) .  
If k" > U, the above probability is zero (when N ~ = n + 5, the compensation step implies 
decreasing the overall frequency and this cannot result in XiJ~ = xij + k" > Xi~ + U). Thus, we 
have the symmetry 
P(X~} =x i j -k "  l N '=n-5 ,  X~j =x i j  - k '  ) 
= P (X~} = xij + k" l N '=n + 5, X~j = x~j + k' ) 
= h (U - k"; 5 + W, 5, U + wi j ) .  
(9) 
Two more symmetries can similarly be found by analogy with equations (3) and (4), 
P (X~'} = xij + k" lN '= n -5 ,X i~ = xij + k') 
= P(X~} =x i j -k " lN '=n +5,X~j =x i j  - k ' )  
= h (k" - k'; 5 + W, 5, -k '  + wi j ) ,  
(10) 
P (Xi~j = k" N '  xij + I = n - 5, Xi j  = xij - k') 
= P(X~} =x i j -k " lg '=n +5, X{j =x i j  + k') (11) 
= h(k"+k ' ;5+W,  5, k '+wi j ) .  
If U > 0 or k" > 0, then a final symmetry comes from the fact that when N ~ = n - 6, then 
the compensation cannot yield X{} = xij - k" < X~j = xij + M. Conversely, if N ~ = n + 5, the 
compensation cannot yield X{} = xij + k" > X~j = xij - k': 
P (X,~} = xij - k" l  N '  = n - 5, Xi~j = xij + k') 
= P (X[}  =x i j  +k" lN '=n+5,  X~j =x , j -k ' )  =0.  
(12) 
Now, symmetries given by equations (6)-(12) can be exploited to asymptotically simplify the 
expression of E(X~)  obtained in derivation (5). The algebraic manipulation is lengthy and 
routine and is given in the Appendix. The idea is to split summations so that only nonnegative 
indexes appear. Symmetries are used thereafter to pairwise cancel terms multiplied by -k"  
and k", so that only probabilities multiplied by xij remain. Eventually, one gets 
lim E (X~) = x~j. 1 x i j ,  
n- - .*oo, I  J.-..*oo 
which concludes the proof. | 
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Although Theorem 1 only guarantees asymptotical unbiasedness, numerical simulation shows 
that the bias of x" is very small already for n > 30 and I J  > 30 and nonextreme frequencies xij. 
Some negative bias appears for xij close to 0 and some positive bias appears for xij close to n 
(note that only one cell such that xij > n/2 may exist in a table with total frequency n). Bias 
appears because quality intervals are centred on xij, whereas for extreme xij, the restricted 
binomial distribution of X~j is no longer bell-shaped about xij. However, bias in extreme fre- 
quencies is far from a problem in disclosure control methods, as long as nonextreme frequencies 
are approximately preserved. Remember that such methods precisely seek to disguise extreme 
frequencies. 
When n is small (say n < 30), both our method and Heer's are approximately unbiased only 
for xij close to n/2. However, it is uncommon to have such small values for n in published 
contingency tables. 
3.3. Secur i ty  of  the  Method 
In order to assess the security of the method, we need the conditional distribution of the 
(unknown) original table x given the anonymised table x". In what follows, we will assume the 
prior distribution of an original cell Xij to be discrete uniform, although other distributions (e.g., 
Poisson) are sometimes preferred as prior for contingency tables. There are two good reasons for 
our choice: simplicity and fairness when comparing with Heer's procedure, since this author also 
assumes priors to be discrete uniform. Using Bayes Theorem, we get 
P (Xi' ~ = x~lX i  j = 3gij) P(X i j  = xij) 
P (Xij  = xij I Xit~ = x~j) = ~ P (X~ = x"ij I ZiJ = m) P(Xi j  = m) 
m:l(m)<x'~} _<,(m) 
P (X;} = x;~j I Xi j  = xij) (13) 
z 
E P = x:'j I = 
m:l(m)<_x'/:,<_~(r~) 
" the summation in the denominator above extends over all values m Note that for Xi ~} = x i j , 
of X~j such that X~"j = x~} can be obtained from X~j = m, while meeting quality condition (1), 
i.e., such that l(m) <_ x~tj <_ u(m). Now using the total probability theorem, 
( ,, ,, ) P Xij = x~j I Xi j  = x i j  = 
t , P (X:} ~- x~tj I X~j = x i j ,X i j  = xi j  ) • P (Z : j  : x i j  ]X i j  = x i j ) ,  (14) 
l(x~j )<x~j <~(~ij ) 
where l(xij) and u(xij) are the lower and upper bounds for X~j given by quality condition (1) 
! when Xij  = xij. In Section 3.2, it was shown how to compute P(X~} = x~tj I Xitj = xij, Xi j  = xij) 
and P(X~j = z~j I Xi j  = xij). 
I I  Once we have shown a way of computing P(Xi j  = xij I Xi~j " -= xij), we can find the probability 
of exact disclosure for small frequencies, that is 
P(X i j=k lX~}=k ), fo rk=l ,2 ,3 .  
The results for a table with n > 1000 are summarised in Table 2 (again, the reported probability 
is practically independent of n when n > 1000). It can be seen that the disclosure risk for small 
frequencies i very similar to the one of the method of Section 2 when no averaging is done, i.e., 
M = 1 (best behaviour). In both cases, the highest disclosure probability is around 1/2. 
Table 2. Conditional probabilities P(Xi j  = k I X~Ij = k) for k = 1, 2, 3. 
Frequency 
k 
Probability 
.43 .45 .51 
.27 .30 .32 
.22 .26 .29 
S=3 S - -2  S=1.5  
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So far, it has been shown that methods in Sections 2 and 3 are very similar from the statis- 
tical confidentiality point of view, because they provide roughly the same security level against 
disclosure of small frequencies. Moreover, both methods have the attractive property that their 
disclosure properties can be quantified mathematically, and not only by simulation. In this sec- 
tion, we will concentrate on analysing the computational complexity of both methods. The first 
difference is that complexity for the bootstrap method is very hard to establish without simula- 
tion, whereas our proposal can be analysed theoretically. But the most important difference is 
between the complexity functions obtained. The arithmetic in both methods involves additions, 
subtractions, multiplications, and divisions. The computing time is dominated by the number of 
multiplications and divisions, so that only these need to be taken into account. 
4.1. Complex i ty  of  the Boots t rap-Based  Method  
The first step to assess the complexity of the bootstrap method is to find the probability that a 
bootstrap table x' meets the quality condition. Since x' is a multinomial sample (see Section 2), 
exact computation ofthe aforementioned probability involves computing exact multinomial prob- 
abilities, but as noted in [10, p. 285], this is "usually prohibitively difficult". Therefore, we will 
use simulation results quoted by [8] and our own C++ simulations. If c~ is the significance l vel 
being used for the quality condition and q = 1 - c~, we obtain that the probability that a table 
with I J  (nonzero) cells passes the quality test is about qlJ-1. If the original table x contains 
NZ zero cells, the exponent should be corrected to I J  - NZ  - 1. However, this correction is not 
relevant for our analysis, so in what follows, we will assume NZ = 0 to keep the notation simple. 
Thus, the number of bootstrap tables to be generated after the first one is a random variable 
following a geometric distribution with parameter qH-1. The expected number of generated 
bootstrap tables is 
E (# tables) = 1. qtJ-1 + 2. (1 - qlg-,)  qIJ-1 _~_ 3. (1 - qIJ-1)2q I J-1 +. . .  
1 - qIg-1 1 (15) 
=1+ qlJ-1 qlJ-1 
If the total frequency of the original table is n, then generation of a whole bootstrap table 
involves n random number generations. Each random number generation by a congruential 
method involves one multiplication and one division. Besides, I J  divisions are needed to split 
the random number ange into I J  intervals representing a cell each. From the cost viewpoint, 
multiplications and divisions are equivalent. Thus, the total number of multiplications ordivisions 
needed is 
2n 
qiJ-1 + IJ. (16) 
Note that expression (16) does not take into account hat table generation is aborted as soon as 
some cell value x~j exceeds its upper limit u(xij). Thus, the expected amount of random number 
generations per table is smaller than n, but its exact computation would require computing 
exact multinomial probabilities. As argued above, this is not practical and can be bypassed using 
simulation. Our results show that, as I J  increases, the actual number of operations stays slightly 
below the curve given by expression (16) but still grows exponentially. Therefore, for the sake of 
clarity, expression (16) can be used to approximately describe the complexity behaviour of Heer's 
method without averaging. 
If the averaging option is chosen, then MIj  must be determined such that it minimises the 
expected computation. 
LEMMA 4. I f  M bootstrap tables axe averaged, then the probability that a cell Xi  M meets quality 
condition (1) is 
q(M) : FN(o,I) (Sx/-M) - FN(o,1) ( -Sv/ -M) , (17) 
with FN(O,1) being the standaxdised normal cumulative distribution [unction. 
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PROOF. As noted in Section 2.1, the binomial distribution of a bootstrap frequency can be 
approximated by a normal distribution. Then, when averaging M tables, Xi M turns out to be 
distributed as N(xi j ,  (x/j(1 -xo /n ) ) /M ). Therefore, the probability q(M) of meeting quality 
condition (1) if z~j is replaced by a value x{ M drawn from Xi M can be computed as shown in 
equation (17). II 
Note that, although not explicitly written, q(M) also depends on the significance level a 
because S is the a/2 percentage point of the N(0, 1) distribution. Note also that q(1) = q = 1-a .  
Using the simulation results quoted above, if M bootstrap tables with I J  cells are averaged, then 
the probability that the resulting table meets the quality condition is about q(M) I J -  1. 
Following [8], if the average of M tables fails to meet he quality condition, a completely new 
set of M tables has to be generated and averaged. The alternative of just drawing another 
table and computing an M + 1-average is not considered because it may be dangerous from the 
disclosure point of view (disclosure probabilities quickly increase with the number of averaged 
tables). From the above discussion, the expected number of generated tables can be obtained by 
multiplying the result of expression (15) by M and replacing q with q(M), 
M 
E(# tables_with_M-average) - q(M)id - 1" (18) 
Now, given a table size I J, a value Mid of M must be found such that the right-hand side 
of equation (18) is minimised. Numerical minimisation shows that MId ~ O(ln( I J ))  and 
q(Mid) I J-1 ~ 1. These approximations hold regardless of the significance l vel used. Let us 
compute the number of multiplications or divisions required by the averaging option. As above, 
each table generation i volves n random number generations (each needing one multiplication 
and one division). The I J  divisions to split the random number ange can be shared by the MId 
tables, but a supplementary division is needed to average ach cell. Thus, the total number of 
multiplications or divisions can be estimated as 
O (ln(IJ)) • 2n + I J  + I J  = 215 + 2nO (ln(Ig)). (19) 
For the same reasons as that of expression (16), expression (19) slightly overestimates the actual 
number of operations, which nonetheless grows linearly with I J .  
4.2. Complexity of the New Method 
To generate table x', a binomial random variable with parameters n and xi j /n  and restricted 
to the quality interval [/(xij), u(x{j)] must be sampled for each cell ij. To do so, the probability of 
each value in the quality interval should be computed. For each cell, u(xij) - l (x i j )  probabilities 
must be computed irectly. So, the number of probabilities to be computed for the whole table 
is 
I J I J 
i=1 j= l  i=1 j= l  
:EE2  s x,j 1-  
i=1  j= l  n /j 
I The above expression can be upper-bounded using that ~=1 
mal when xij = n / I  J, for all i,j: 
[ J (  o 
EE2 s x,j l -  -<EE2 s n 
i=1 j= l  i=1 j= l  
V I JV  
EjJ__I X/zij(1 -x i j /n ) i s  maxi- 
• I J  2Sv VTY. 
(20) 
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The first approximation i  expression (20) is due to suppression of the floor function. The second 
approximation (20) is based on the fact that usually I J  >> 1, and therefore, 1 - 1/ I J  ~ 1. 
To compute the probabilities of values in the quality interval of cell i j ,  the following recurrence 
can be used which holds for the binomial distribution [11]: 
n -  z p (21) b(z+l ;n ,p )=b(z ;n ,P )z~l  p" 
Thus, to compute a probability from recurrence (21), three multiplications and one division are 
needed (four operations altogether). The initial value for the recurrence can be arbitrarily chosen. 
In this way, the recurrence is used to obtain results proportional to the probabilities of all values 
in the quality interval of cell ij. To obtain real probabilities between 0 and 1, each result must be 
divided by the sum of all results (extended over all values in the quality interval for cell i j).  Thus, 
one division should be added to the four operations needed to compute one probability. Even 
with five operations per probability, this recurrent procedure is more efficient han computing 
probabilities explicitly. 
On the other hand, a random number must be generated for each cell. Using a congruential 
random number generator, one multiplication and one division are required. From expression (20) 
and the above considerations, the number of operations required to generate table x' is at most 
5.2Sv~x/T J  + 2. I J  = 10Sv/-nv~-J + 2. IJ. (22) 
Finally, the compensation stage yielding table x" consists of In' - n I compensation steps, where 
each step is a random number generation. The discrete distribution from which each random 
number is drawn changes from step to step, because it depends on the cells first or second 
counters (see Section 3.1). Therefore, one step needs I J  divisions to split the random number 
range according to the current discrete distribution and one multiplication and one division to 
generate a random number congruentially. The following lemma gives a tight upper bound for 
the expected number of compensation steps. 
LEMMA 5. The expected number of compensation steps is upper-bounded by x/~-n/Tr and this 
bound is tight. 
PROOF. Clearly the number of compensation steps depends on the original table x and its 
expected value is given by E(IN' - hi), where N' = ~i , j  X~j and n = ~-~i,j xij. But as argued in 
Section 3.2, g '  approximately follows a N(n, a 2, ) distribution with a2N , <_ n -- (~-~.i,j x~j)/n (the 
bound is tight). So N' -n  is distributed as N(O, a2g,). Thus, E( IN ' -n l )  will be maximal when 
2 the variance of N' - n is maximal (worst case). To find the maximal value of the bound on aN, , 
solve the following: 
I J 
Min f ( (x i j})  = ~ ~ xi 2, 
i=1  j= l  
I J 
subject o ZZx i j=n .  
i=1  j= l  
The minimum can be found by Lagrange's method and is reached when xij = (n/ I J )  Vi, Y j .  This 
gives a maximal bound of n(1 - 1~I J) ..~ n (the last approximation is valid because typically 
I J  >> 1). Therefore, in the worst case, N' - n is N(0, n). Taking Y = N'  - n as a continuous 
variable, we get the maximal number of compensation steps 
/o = 2 Y e -y2/2n dy = . 
~0 °° E ( IN'  - hi) = E( IV l )  = 2 y f (y )  dy 
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Therefore, the expected total number of required multiplications or divisions for the whole 
procedure is, in the worst case, 
10Sv~v/TJ + 2I J  + ( I J  + 2) ~f~.  (23) 
It can be seen that expression (16) increases exponentially with the number of cells I J, whereas 
expression (23) increases linearly. If the total frequency n is taken as a variable, expression (23) 
grows linearly with v/-n, whereas expression (16) grows linearly with n. For example, if a quality 
bound S = 1.5 is taken (equivalently, q =- 0.866), already for tables with 30 or more cells, our cell- 
oriented perturbation method is significantly faster than Heer's method without averaging. The 
fact that expression (16) is slightly above the real complexity can be neglected when comparing 
both methods for large I J .  See comparison in Table 3. The only entry for which Heer's method 
performs fewer operations than ours is I J  = 50, n = 1000, and S = 3; for larger values of I J  
and n, our method clearly requires fewer operations. 
Table 3. Number of operations with Heer's method without averaging minus number 
of operations with our method for several values of I J ,  n, and S. 
I J  n 
1000 
50 25000 
500000 
1000 25000 
500000 
10000 25000 
500000 
S=1.5 S=2 S=3 
2.3 x 10 6 1.4 × 10 4 -5.8 x 10 3 
5.6 x 10 7 4.6 x 10 5 1.7 x 10 4 
1.1 x 10 9 9.7 x 10 6 9.6 x 10 5 
8.4 x 1066 8.0 × 1024 4.7 x 105 
1.7 x 1068 1.6 × 1026 1.4 x 107 
3.4 x 10627 8.3 x 10206 2.7 x 1016 
2.3 x 10629 1.7 × 10208 5.5 x 1017 
NOTE 3. If the quality criterion is loosened (by increasing S, and therefore, q), then our method 
is faster only for large tables. However, note that anonymisation ofoff-line data requires that the 
quality criterion remain pretty strict, because the final user cannot repeat a query to get better 
data quality. 
NOTE 4. If averaging is considered, then both methods have a complexity linear in I J  (compare 
expressions (19) and (23)), but it follows from Tables 1 and 2 that security is better for our 
proposal. 
NOTE 5. Having a growth in complexity that is linear in the number of cells becomes especially 
interesting in the case of multiway tables. Whereas for two-way tables, the number of cells is 
usually not very large, it may become really large in higher-dimensional contingency tables. 
5. CONCLUSION AND GENERAL ISAT ION 
A major difference between anonymisation of on-line queries to a statistical database and 
anonymisation of off-line contingency tables is that, in the latter application, it must be guar- 
anteed that each particular anonymised table being released oes not differ too much from the 
original table (no repair is possible by repeated queries). Keeping this in mind, the following 
conclusions are in order which can be generalised to contingency tables of arbitrary dimension. 
• For resampling methods (bootstrap or jack-knife) to meet the above quality requirement 
without wasting too much computation, several anonymised versions of the same original 
table must be averaged, but then too much information on low frequencies i released. 
This means high disclosure probability, and therefore, poor security. 
• Without averaging, the essential problem of resampling isone of computational complexity. 
By the very principle of resampling, the quality criterion can only be checked on a table 
basis. 
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• In cell-oriented perturbation schemes, the anonymised table is constructed one cell after 
the other and the next cell is not generated until the quality criterion is met by the current 
cell. While for resampling methods the expected amount of wasted computation grows 
exponentially with the table size, the growth is linear for cell-oriented methods. 
• We have illustrated a way to derive a cell-oriented method that emulates the quality prop- 
erties of a bootstrap-based method. It is not difficult o generalise this idea of emulating 
any given resampling scheme for contingency tables by constructing a cell-oriented method. 
First, the distribution of each cell under the resampling method must be characterised. 
Then, the cell-oriented method proceeds as follows. For each cell, random values are drawn 
from the cell's distribution until a certain quality condition is met. Finally, compensations 
are done to emulate the remaining quality features of the resampling method (preservation 
of the overall frequency count or marginals in one dimension of the original table). 
APPENDIX  
We give here the detailed simplification of expression (5) using symmetries given by equations 
(6)-02). 
wlj 
kH =--~13ij 
Wij 
= E 
(xij + k") . P (Xi' ~ = xij + k") 
W wlj 
k ' t=-w l j  6=-W k '=-wi j  
x P (X ;}  = xij + k" lN '  =n +6, X~j = x,j + k') 
l x P (g '  = n + 61X i j  = x~j + k ' ) .  P (Xi~ = x,j + k') 
wlj W wlj 
Z E E 
kll=--Wij 6-~--W k l=-wi j  
× P(X~ =x, j  +k" lg '=n +6,X~j = x 0 + k') 
× P (Y ' -  X~j = n - xij + (6 - k ' ) ) .  P (X~j = xij + k') 
wij W wlj 
E E E 
k '=-wl j  6=-W k'=l  
× [P (Xi'~- =x, j  + k" I N '= n + 6,Xi~ = xij + k') 
×P (N'  - Xi~j = n - xij + (6 - k')) . P (X~j = xij + k') 
+ P (X~ = xij + k" l N '  = n + 6, X~j = xij - k') 
× P (N ' -  X~j = n - xij + (6 + k ' ) ) .  P (X~j = zij - k')] 
wlj W 
+ ~ ~ (~,~+k") 
k '~- -w i j  6=-W 
x P(X~Pj = X,y + k ' lN '  =n +6, X~3 = x, j)  
× P(y ' -  x ' j  =n-  x,j +6) P(X'j = x,j) 
wi~ W w~ 
E E E 
k"=--wi j  6-----1 k '= l  
! 
x [P (Xi3 = x,j + k" I N' = n + 6, X,j = x,j + k') 
x P (N ' -  X~j =n-  xij + (6 -  k ' ) ) .  P (X~j  = x,j + k') 
Contingency 
+ P (Z~5. = xiy + k"  l N '  
x P (N '  - X~j = n - xij 
+ P (Xi' ~ = Xi j  -}- k " [  g '  
I 
x P (N '  - X i j  = n - xi j  
Tables 
= n - 6, X~j = xi j  + k') 
- (6 + k ' ) ) .  P (X~j = xi j  + k') 
= n + 5, X~j = xi j  - k')  
+ (5 + k ' ) ) .  P (X~j  -~ x i j  - k') 
+ P (Xi'~ = xi j  + k" l  N '  = n - 6, X~j = xi j  - k')  
xP  (N '  - X~d = n - xi j  - (6 - k')) . P (Xi' j = x~j - k')] 
wij wij 
+ Z ~ (x,, + k") 
k"=-wl j  k '= l  
x [P (Xi'; = xij  + k" [  N '  = n, Xi' j = xi j  + k') 
x P (N ' -  X~j = n - xi j  - k ' ) .  P (Z~j = x i j  "}- k I) 
+ k" N '  + P (Xi'~ = x, j  I = n,X~a = xi 5 - k') 
xP  (Y '  - Z~y = n - xi j  + k') . P (X~j = Xiy - k')] 
wi:i W 
+ E Z(x,~ +k'') 
k"=-wl j  6=1 
x [P (Xi'; = xi j  + k"]  N '  = n + 6, X : j  = x i j )  
' + 6). e (x;, = x,,) x P (N ' -  X i j  = n -  xij  
+ P (X~ = x i j  + ktt[ N '  = n - 6, Z~j = x i j )  
' 6 ) .  P (X~j  = xi j)]  x P (N ' -X  O=n-x~j -  
wlj 
+ ~ (x~, + k") 
ku=-tvi5 
x P (x,'; = x,j + z ' l  N'  = n, XI, = x,j) 
l x P (N ' -  X i j  = n - x i j ) .  P (XI j  = xiy) 
Wij W wij 
= E E E +k,,) 
k"=l  6=1 k '= l  
x [e  (x~'; : x~j + k"l N '= n + 6 ,x : ,  = ~,j + k') 
x P (g ' -  Z~j = n - xi j  + (6 - k'))  P (X~j = xij + k') 
+ P (Xi' ~ = xij + k" lN '  
x P (N '  - X~j = n - xi j  
+ P (X~} = xi j  + k" lN '  
= n - 6, Xi' j = xi j  + k') 
- (6 + k ' ) ) .  P (X{j  = x i j  + k') 
= n + 6, X~'j = x~j - k ' )  
x P (N ' -  Xi' j = n - xi j  + (6 + k ' ) ) .  P (Xi' j : x, j  - k') 
+ k" N '  + P (Xi' ~ = xi j  ] = n - 6, Xiy = xi j  - k')  
xP  (Y '  - X~j = n -  xi j  - (6 -  k'))  . P (X~j = xi j  - k')] 
+ (z~ - k") 
= k"  N '  ' x [P (X~; xi j  - I = n + 6, X i j  = x, j  + k') 
x P (U '  - X; j  = n -  xi j  + (6 - k')) " P (X ' j  = xi j  + k') 
= - k"  N l + P (Xi"j xi j  I = n - 6, X i j  = xi j  + k') 
x P (N '  - X~j = n - xi j  - (6 + k')) . P (X~j = xi j  + k') 
= k"  N '  ' + P (X~} xij - [ = n + 6, X i j  = xi j  - k') 
x P (Y '  - X~j = n -  x O + (6 + k')) . P ( z ' j  = xi j  - k')  
29 
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(25) 
(26) 
(2r) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
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+ P(X~ = xij - k " lN '  =n- (5 ,  X{j = x~j -k ' )  
xP  (Y '  - X{j = n - xij -((5 - k')) . P (X{j = xij - k')]] 
W wij  
+E Ex, 
6=1 k '= l  
× [P (Xi'; = x,j IN'-= n + (5, X,~ = x,j + k') 
x P (Y ' -  Xi~j = n - xij + ((5 - k ' ) ) .  P (X~j = xij + k') 
+ P(X~} = z i j IN '  =n- (5 ,X : j  = xij + k') 
t x P (N ' -  Xi j  = n - xij - (5 + k ' ) ) .  P (Xi~ = xij + k') 
+ P (X~} = zij I N '  = n + (5, X ' j  = xij - k') 
x P (N ' -  X~j =n-  xij + (6 + k ' ) ) ,P (X ' j  = xij - k') 
+ P (Zi' ~ = x 0 IN '= n -5 ,X~j  = xij - k') 
xP  (N'  - Xi5 = n - xij -((5 - k')) . P (Xilj = xij - k')] 
wij  wi j  
+ E 
k"=l  k '= l  
x [P (X:5 = xij + k" IN '= n,X~j = xij + k') 
x P (N ' -  X ' j  = n -  xij - k ' ) .  P (X~j = xij + k') 
+ P (X'5 = xij + k" l Y '  = n,X~j = xij - k' ) 
x 
+ (z~j - k") 
× [P (X~j=z i j -k " lY '=n,X~j=x, j+k '  ) 
× P (N ' -  X~j = n - xij - k ' ) .  P (X~j = xij + k') 
+ P (X:; = x,j - k" l Y '  = n,X: j  = x,j - k') 
× P (N ' -X i j=n-x , j+k ' ) .P (X~j=x, j -k ' ) ]  ] 
wij  
+ E xij 
k '= l  
× [P (X'; = x iy lN '= n,X~j = x i j  + k') 
× P (N ' -  X~ =n-  x~j -k ' ) .  P(X~j = x~j + k') 
+ P (Xi'j = xij I g '=  n, X i j  = x,j - k') 
xP  (N ' -  X:j  = n - x,j + k ' ) .  P (X~j = x,j - k')] 
wlj W 
+ 
k '= l  6=1 
× [P (X,'j = x,j + k" lN '= n + 5,X,'j = Xiy) 
' (5). P (Xi~ = x, j )  x P (N ' -  Xi j  = n -  xij + 
+ P (X~ =~,3 + Z' IN '=n-5 ,  X~ =xi j )  
_ , xP  (N'  Xi j  = n -  x~j 
+ (z~j - k") 
x [P (X~=xi j -k " lN '=n+(5 ,  X~j=x id  )
x P (N ' -  X~j =n-  x,j +5) .  P (X : j  = x, j )  
+ P (X~ =x, j  -k"lN'=n-(5,X'j =x, j )  
×P  (N'  - X~j = n - x,j - (5). P (X:j = xo)] ]  
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(3s) 
(39) 
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W 
+ E x i j  
× [e  = x, ,  I y '  = n +  ,X:j = 
x P (N ' -  Xi~ = n - x~j + 5) .  P (X~y .-= x i j )  
+ P (X~ = xi j  I N '  = n - 5, X~j = x i j )  
xP  (N '  - X~j = n - Xiy - 6 ) .  P (X~'j = x i j )  ] 
wi 5 
+ + k") 
k'-.= l 
x P (XI5 = xi j  + k" [  N '= n, X i j  = x i j )  
x P (g ' -  Xi' j = n - x i j ) .  P (Z~j = xo)  
+ (z j - k")  
k" N '  x P (Xi'5 = xi j  - ] = n, X i j  = x i j )  
xP  (N '  - X[ j  = n - x i j )  . P (Xi'j = x i j ) ]  
+ x i jP  (X~} xi j  [ N '  = = n,  X i j  = Xij ) 
x P (N ' -  Xi5 = n - x i j )  P (X I j  = x i j ) .  
(40) 
(41) 
Now, 
• By symmetries (6), (7), and (9), terms (24) and (31) become identical as n --+ oo and 
I J -+ oo. 
• By symmetries (6), (8), and (10), terms (25) and (30) become identical as n --~ oo and 
I J  -~ oc. 
• By symmetry (12), terms (26) and (29) are both zero. 
• By symmetries (6), (7), and (11), terms (27) and (28) become identical as n ~ oo and 
I J -+ oo. 
• In terms (32) and (35), probabilities P(X i '  ~ = xi j  + k"  I N '  = n, X i j  = x i j  + k')  and 
P(X" j  = x i j  - k"  I N '  = n, X~j = x i j  - k')  are 1 if k" = k' and zero otherwise, because no 
compensation is done when N' = n. This, together with symmetries (6) and (7), explains 
why terms (32) and (35) become identical as n + oc (since N' = n, it is not necessary 
that I J --+ oo ). 
• By symmetry (12), terms (33) and (34) are both zero. 
• By symmetry (12), terms (36) and (39) are both zero. 
• By symmetries (7) and (11), terms (37) and (38) become identical as n -+ oo and I J  -+ oo. 
• By symmetry (12), terms (40) and (41) are both zero. 
In all pairs of identical terms, there is a term multiplying xij + k" and another term multiplying 
xi j  - k" .  Therefore, after pairwise adding, the terms multiplied by k" and -k"  cancel each other, 
so every remaining probability is multiplied by xi j .  Thus, 
lim E.  -J.(X"~ =xi j . l=  x i j .  
n -...-+ oo , l J --.-* oo 
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